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INTRODUCTION 
SHARKS IN PERIL 
 
Sharks have flourished in the oceans for over 400 million years, longer than the 
dinosaurs.  However, sharks are under increasing pressure from human exploitation such 
as over-fishing and finning.   Sharks and rays are particularly vulnerable to over-
exploitation because most species grow slowly, mature late, and produce a small number 
of young. These characteristics result in limited capacity to withstand and recover from 
over-fishing and other harmful human activities.       
 
Presently, it is estimated that 55-100 million sharks and rays are killed worldwide each 
year.  Some shark populations have declined by as much as 80%.   At this time, many 
species of shark and ray are considered endangered, threatened or vulnerable.  For 
instance, currently, great white sharks, known for their depiction in Jaws, are vulnerable 
to extinction and sharks once as common as the blue, mako and hammerhead are now 
threatened.  Without the immediate removal of fishing pressure these animals face the 
very real threat of extinction.   The main threats to sharks include: 
 
Overfishing 
Sharks are being over-fished in many parts of the world.  With the increase in fishing 
pressure due to growth in human population size and decline of traditional fisheries (such 
as tuna, seabass, hake, cod), more pressure has been concentrated on the fishing of sharks 
over the past several decades.  Commercial exploitation of sharks and rays has increased 
dramatically since the mid-1900s.  Some of the largest sharks fishing nations in the world 
are India, Mexico, Spain, USA, and Taiwan. 
 
Little information is known about species’ abundance, range, life history and response to 
external stresses which is essential for effective management of shark populations.  At 
present, there are no binding international agreements for the protection of sharks and 
only a few countries (e.g. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and US) have developed 
management plans for shark fisheries.  As a result of unregulated fishing, most shark 
fisheries decline rapidly and crash.   For example, overfishing of the Pacific angel shark 
in the late 1980s resulted in a ban by 1994 to avert population collapse.  Other shark 
species such as the seven gill shark, basking shark, and bluntnose sixgill shark have 
experienced the same fate.   
 
Finning 
Shark finning is the practice of the removal of a shark’s fins from the living animal and 
wastefully disposing of the carcass at sea.   The fishing industry practices shark finning 
because fins can be easily dried and preserved without expensive on-board refrigeration, 
increasing profits with little effort.  This highly destructive practice allows fishing vessels 
to extract and bring into port a tremendous number of shark fins because 95% of the 
shark body mass is discarded overboard.  Trade and fishing data indicate that shark 
finning activity is widespread, largely unmanaged and unmonitored.  Since 1999, 
international efforts to place a ban on the practice of shark finning have been made but 
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have been met with limited response.  Only a few nations prohibit shark finning in along 
their own coastal waters.  
  
Asia is the single largest market for shark fins.  Shark fin is the essential ingredient of 
shark fin soup and shark fin casserole, which have been considered delicacies, 
particularly in China, for over two thousand years.  Shark fin soup offers a sign of class 
and stature and was once served to only the most elite of society.  However, with the rise 
of a number of Asian economies and the dramatic opening and expansion of China’s 
economy, an increasing populous can afford the expensive shark fin dishes.  At present, 
Hong Kong is considered one of the largest players in the shark fin market, handling 
between 50% to 80% of the world trade in shark fins.  As a result, the practice of shark 
finning has dramatically risen, fueling the over-extraction of sharks from the ocean.   
 
By Catch 
An estimated 50% of the world catch of sharks are taken as bycatch.  Bycatch means the 
accidental capture while fishing for other targeted species.  A large portion of shark 
bycatch is discarded at sea and is never reported.   Estimates indicate that more than 26 
million sharks go unreported as bycatch annually.   
 
The rate of shark bycatch is largely dependent on the fishing gear used.  The most 
indiscriminate type of gear is towed (trawl and seine) nets.  Bottom trawl fisheries in 
coastal areas are responsible for the largest bycatch of sharks and rays, an estimated 
hundreds of thousands of metric tons annually.  The longline fishery constitutes the 
greatest bycatch of sharks than any other open-water fishery because of the enormous 
number of hooks and length of the lines.   

 
WHY SHARKS ARE IMPORTANT 
 
Most sharks feed at the top of the food chain in the ocean ecosystem.  As top predators, 
sharks play a vital role in maintaining the balance and stability in the ocean.  Sharks tend 
to prey on sick and weak animals, thereby, maintaining the genetic health of marine 
populations.  In addition, sharks keep population sizes of their prey in check, which helps 
maintain overall marine biodiversity and health.   
 
It is likely that the decline in the numbers of sharks will have dramatic effects on the 
many species below them in the food web. In fact, emerging research is showing that the 
removal of sharks and their positive effects on marine ecosystems may have important 
ecological and economic consequences.  For instance, over-fishing of sharks in the 
Caribbean is a key factor in the decline of coral reefs.  Researchers found that the 
removal of sharks triggered a cascading effect down the food chain that ultimately 
resulted in the decline of algae-feeding fish. These fish eat algae growing on the coral 
reef, keeping it pristine. The loss of these fish is a major factor responsible for the shift 
from the pristine, clean and beautiful coral reef to dying coral reefs overgrown with algae 
in the Caribbean. 
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With an estimated 80% global decline of sharks, it is imperative that responsible 
conservation and management efforts be supported that will restore and protect shark 
populations.  Without sharks to maintain the healthy balance, ocean ecosystems are at a 
great risk of permanent damage.     
 
 
WHAT WE CAN DO 
 
Make responsible seafood choices 

o Avoid eating shark or buying shark products such as jaws, skins, teeth, 
cartilage pills or shark liver oil 

o Boycott shark fin soup 
o Follow the SeaFood Watch guide compiled by our partner Monterey Bay 

Aquarium (contact us to receive a set of these for your classroom) 
 
Educate yourself and others about the importance of sharks and the need for shark 
conservation  
 
Volunteer 
If you have a specific skill (such as research, community outreach, marketing, web 
development, fundraising, promotions, accounting, book keeping, nonprofit and 
environmental law, K-12 education, and other professional services) or if you simply 
have some free time that you would like to use to help move our world towards 
sustainable living, we would love to hear from you.   
 
Donate to shark conservation 

o Become a Monthly Contributor - Support our work by authorizing IEMANYA 
to charge a specific amount on your credit card each month. At the end of the 
year, we will send you a summary of your giving and a tax receipt. 

o Adopt a shark through our online research and education outreach program, 
www.adoptashark.com.  We offer packages for classrooms. Educators who 
adopt receive a special package with a classroom adoption certificate and  
stickers and photographs of the classroom’s adopted shark for each student.   
This is a great opportunity to instill a sense of ownership of our natural 
resources and the responsibility for their care. 
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LEARNING STANDARD MET FOR GRADE 3 
 
Science standard  
Adaptations in physical structure and behavior can improve an organism’s chance of 
survival (interrelationship of form, function and behavior). 
National Science Education Standards: Content Standards A, C  
 
Reading Standard 
Demonstrate knowledge of levels of specificity among grade-appropriate words and 
explain the importance of these relations, e.g., dog, mammal, animal, living things 
Follow written multi-step directions, i.e. game rules 
Begin to use a variety of reference sources, e.g., electronic media, books, printed 
materials, etc.  
National Language Arts Standards:  3, 8 
 
Writing Standard 
Expand writing of various types to include descriptive, narrative, informative, persuasive, 
poetry and letter writing.  
National Language Arts Standards:  11 
 
Listening Standard 
Listen actively and attentively to adults and peers in individual, small and large group 
settings 
 
Speaking Standard 
Participate appropriately in group discussions by contributing, taking turns, encouraging 
others, etc 
Enhance oral presentations using pictures, charts, and props.  
 

PRE - ASSESSMENT 
 

BRAINSTORM WITH STUDENTS 
 
What do you know about sharks and rays? 

• Students will brainstorm all the things they know about sharks 
o Possible prompts:  what is their role, what is special about them 

• Teacher will have 2 people write these on the board 
• After the program, students will go through these one by one and evaluate them as 

true or false. 
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READ ABOUT SHARKS 
 

 
 
Hi, I’m Sheldon.  Sheldon, the shark.  I am a hammerhead shark.  
Hammerheads have a head that is shaped like a hammer!  And our 
eyes and nostrils sit at the end of the hammer ends.  
   
Sharks have been living in the ocean for a very long time.  Did you 
know that sharks are older than dinosaurs?  We’ve been around for 
over 400 million years!  That’s a long time!  Our ancestor shark was 
called Megaladon.  It was an ancient shark that lived in the ocean 
between 25 to 1.6 million years ago.  No one really knows how big it 
was because only fossilized teeth and a few fossilized vertebrae have 
been found but scientists think that it was about 40 feet long or even 

more.  That’s 2-3 times as long as the Great White Shark!  Since its teeth are very similar 
to the teeth of the Great White Shark, but bigger (as big as a human hand), scientist think 
it may have looked like a huge version of the Great White shark.  The Megaladon jaw, 
when opened, probably was 6 feet wide and 7 feet high.  That could easily fit a large 
Great White Shark.  It ate mostly whales.  Like most sharks, its teeth were probably 
located in rows which rotated forward to use as they were needed.  It may have had 
hundreds of teeth in its jaw.  It did not chew my food like humans.  It just gulped the prey 
down whole in very large chunks.   
 
Sharks like me are perfectly adapted to live in the ocean.  That is why we have survived 
all this time.  Since the Megaladon, our body characteristics have changed very little.  
That tells scientists that sharks have been very successful at adapting to life in the ocean 
with little need to change.   
 
Adaptations are special body parts of an organism that help it to survive in its natural 
habitat (e.g., skin color, shape, body covering). Behavioral adaptations are special ways 
a particular organism behaves to survive in its natural habitat. Organisms that are not well 
adapted to their environment will either have to move out of the habitat or become 
extinct.   
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LESSON OBJECTIVE 
 

Understand physical characteristics of sharks, the function and how they have adapted for 
survival in their environment 
 

LECTURE CONTENT 
 
What is an adaptation? 
Animals come in different shapes, sizes and colors.  These differences make the animals 
specially adapted to live in different environments.   
 
To help students understand the great diversity of life forms in nature, generate a list of 
species.  Ask students to come up with as many characteristics as possible and to come 
up with explanations of why animals have these adaptations, drawing a link to the habitat.  
 
Examples: 
 
Characteristics Animal Why have the 

adaptation 
Black Penguins, crows, killer 

whale 
camouflage 

Green Plants, grasshoppers camouflage 
Striped Zebra, tiger, tiger shark Camouflage 
Fur mammals Warmth 
No legs Snakes, whales, sharks Adapted to living in the 

water 
Wings Birds Flight 
Gills Fish, sharks Underwater breathing 
Fins Fish, sharks, whales Swimming, stabilization 

in the marine 
environment, 
maneuvering 

Scales Fish, sharks, alligators Protection 
Spotted Cheetahs, leopards camouflage 
 
 
Shark Adaptation Chart Activity  
Have students prepare for the activity by reading up on sharks. Divide the class into 
research teams, and allocate time for them to use the Internet, materials you have 
provided, or materials in the library. They should concentrate their research on specific 
adaptations that help sharks survive in their particular habitats.  Teams fill in the chart 
with knowledge acquired.  Each group presents one of the adaptations to the rest of the 
class.  
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SHARK ADAPTATION CHART 
 

Shark 
Characteristic Adaptation  Function 

Body shape   

Fins   

Liver   

Skeleton   

Scales   

Teeth   

Gills   

Eyes   

Electro-
receptors   

Nose   
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READ ABOUT SHARKS 
 
 
Hey, it’s me again, Sheldon!   
 
I’m going to tell you the Truth about Shark Attacks because I really think we have a bad 
reputation and it’s unfair.   
 
Most of us sharks are harmless to human beings.  Most of us, me included, don’t even 
like the way you taste!  That is why most people who are bit by sharks survive.   The 

shark usually bites by accident, then realizes that you 
taste horrible, so it lets go and swims away.  
 
There are more than 350 different types of sharks and 
80% of them are unable to hurt people!  In reality only 
very few sharks (about 20 different kinds) are capable 
of hurting humans, such as the great white shark, the 
bull shark, and the tiger shark.   Two of the largest 

sharks, the whale shark and the basking shark, are actually very gentle and only eat 
plankton (tiny water plants) and krill (tiny shrimp-like animals).  
 
Remember, us sharks are very powerful predators, like lions or tigers, so we could be 
harmful and hurt you.  But we are not out to get you!   It is up to you to be cautious when 
you get into the water, which is our territory, just as you would be cautious if you were 
on a safari in Africa and visiting a pride of lions.  You would try to stay out of the lions 
way, right? 
 

Here’s How to Protect Yourself from Shark Attacks 
 

 Avoid wearing shiny and bright colors (such as yellow, 
white or silver) when you are swimming.  They make you 
look too similar to the yummy fish the sharks like to eat! 

 Don’t get in the water if you are bleeding.  Some sharks 
are attracted by blood.  

 Stay with your group.  Sharks will more likely attack a person that is separated 
from the group. 

 

So, what do you think?  Do you think 
we have a fair reputation?  
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES 
 
Shark Tooth Activity 

 
Materials: Shark teeth. 
   Measuring tools 
The IEMANYA volunteer will bring various sharks teeth and give one to every team of 
4-5 students.   Each team will measure the length of the tooth in inches and multiply by 
ten.  This is a rough formula for calculating the size of a shark.   The resulting number is 
the total length of the shark in feet. This estimate only applies to large triangular-shaped 
teeth.  It will help students imagine just how big the shark was that lost it.  Students will 
share their results. 
 
 
Writing Activity: Ocean Mythology 
 
Materials:   none 
 
Students imagine they live 1000s of years ago when there was no scientific knowledge of 
sharks and write a myth of how hammerhead sharks got their hammer!   Students 
volunteer to read their stories out loud. 
 
Art Activity: Shark Storyboard 
 
Materials:  Paper and Crayons 
 
Each group of students picks one of 10 sharks.  Students conduct research to find out 
about their shark. Have each student or group of students create a storyboard for a 
television documentary about their sharks. Each student or group should fold a large 
sheet of paper into eight parts and illustrate or write eight of the important ideas about 
sharks they would want to show, including their shark’s important adaptations. Students 
should write captions for all drawings. 
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SOME APPROPRIATE INTERNET SOURCES ARE: 
 
IEMANYA OCEANICA - www.iemanya.org 
ADOPTASHARK.COM - www.adoptashark.com 
KIDZONE -http://www.kidzone.ws/sharks/ 
ENCHANTED LEARNIN -http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/sharks/allabout/ 
PBS - http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sharks/ 
SHARK FOUNDATION -http://www.sharkfoundation.com/facts.htm 
WORLDSHARK - http://www.worldshark.com/index.html 
FLORIDA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY-
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/fish/Kids/kids.htm 
FIONA’S SHARK MANIA - http://www.oceanstar.com/shark/ 
 
 

APPROPRIATE BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS: 
 
Shark (DK EYEWITNESS BOOKS) by Miranda MacQuitty 

Uncover a Shark  by David George Gordon 

Scholastic Q & A : What Do Sharks Eat For Dinner? by Melvin Berger, Gilda Berger, 
John Rice (Illustrator) 

All About Sharks by Jim Arnosky (Illustrator)  
 
The Great Shark Mystery by Gertrude Chandler Warner, Hodges Soileau (Illustrator) 
(Boxcar Children Special)  
 
Sharkabet: A Sea of Sharks from A to Z by Ray Troll  
 
The Best Book of Sharks by Claire Llewellyn  
 
Dolphins and Sharks : Magic Tree House Research Guide (Magic Tree House 
Research Guide) by Mary Pope Osborne, Natalie Pope Boyce  
 
Sharks : 3-d book by Discovery Kids  
 
Shark!: A Sticker Safari by Discovery 
 
Sharks for Kids (Wildlife for Kids Series) by Patricia Corrigan and John F. McGee 
 
Everything Kids' Sharks Book: Dive Into Fun-infested Waters! (Everything Kids 
Series) (Paperback) by Kathi Wagner  and Obe Wagner  
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Shark Migration 

 

OBJECTIVE 
Understand shark migratory nature and how scientists study shark movements 

 

LEARNING STANDARD MET FOR GRADE 4 

 
Science standard  

 Examine ways organisms function within and depend on their environments.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Presently, it is estimated that 55-100 million sharks and rays are killed worldwide each 

year.  Some shark populations have declined by as much as 80% due to human activities 

such as fishing.   At this time, many species of shark and ray are considered endangered, 

threatened or vulnerable.  For instance, currently, great white sharks are vulnerable to 

extinction and sharks once as common as the blue, mako and hammerhead are now 

threatened.   

 

In order to protect shark populations, information about where sharks go and what routes 

they take is needed.  Identifying the movement patterns of sharks can help scientists and 

conservationists safeguard sharks by advocating for the protection of those areas most 

favored by sharks.  

 

PRE MODULE ASSESSMENT 
 

BRAINSTORM WITH STUDENTS 

 

Many animals migrate.  Birds migrate many thousands of miles to avoid extreme 

temperatures and to find food.  Large African mammals such as gazelles and elephants 

migrate to find water.  Large marine mammals, like the grey whale, migrate to birth their 

young in the warm protective waters of the Gulf of California.   

 

Why do sharks migrate?   

 Students will brainstorm all the reasons they know of why sharks migrate 

o Prompts: Why do other animals migrate?  

 Teacher will have 2 people write these on the board 

 After the program, students will go through these one by one and discuss them 
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LECTURE  

 
PowerPoint Presentation 

 

A PowerPoint presentation is included with the Shark Smart teacher’s packet that 

includes all of the lecture content.  The presentation includes why sharks move, different 

types of shark migration, the extra senses sharks have that assist in navigate and the use 

of shark tracking tags.   

 

Each PowerPoint slide contains a guided lecture (notes section) and explanation of the 

material.  The explanations can be printed on cue cards to be used by the teacher while 

presenting the PowerPoint presentation.   

 

The PowerPoint presentation is formatted to be used with Microsoft Word 1993 – 2003.  

The presentation can be viewed with the use of a computer and projector.  The slides can 

also be printed out individually and presented on an overhead projector.   

 

ACTIVITY GUIDELINES FOR THE TEACHER 
 

The following activity is an exercise that involves mapping the coordinates of a tagged 

shark onto a map to identify its movements.   Each student in a class will be given the 

handout with a map of Baja California and instructions on how to construct the tracking 

map of a hammerhead shark, named Daisy.  Learners follow the instructions, placing a 

mark on the map and connecting the marks to follow the migration of the shark.   

 

Shark tracking activity 

In the Gulf of California, scalloped hammerhead sharks migrate to the open ocean in 

search of food.  Hammerhead’s favorite foods are small fish like sardines and herring but 

they also like to eat squid and octopus.  In search of food, hammerhead sharks can move 

over 1000 miles!    

 

Print the map on page 6 and the directions for the activity on page 4 and 5.  Each student 

should receive a copy of the directions and the map.  

The map: The map has horizontal lines indicated by numbers (1-21) and vertical lines 

indicated by a letter of the alphabet (a-u).  Each coordinate is made up of a letter and 

number.  Use the coordinate to mark the position of the shark on the map.    Connect the 

coordinates by drawing a line from one coordinate position to the next to track the 

movements of the shark. 
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Track a Shark 

Many sharks are in danger and becoming rarer.  In order to help save sharks, 

scientists need to know where sharks go and the areas of the ocean they like 

to visit.  With this information, scientists can then help sharks by protecting 

those areas of the ocean that sharks prefer and return to often.   

Daisy is a female scalloped hammerhead shark.  She is 6 feet long and lives 

in the warm waters of the Pacific Ocean near the coast.  A tag that records 

her movements was placed on her on February 3, 2004 and her movements 

were tracked for several months.   

Follow the instructions below and track Daisy’s movements on the provided 

map.  Each coordinate is made up of a letter and number.  Use the 

coordinates and the map to mark the position of Daisy as she moves.  

Connect each of the coordinates by drawing a line from one coordinate 

position to the next and track Daisy’s movements in and out of the Gulf of 

California.     

Daisy tracking instructions: 

Date: Coordinate: Information: 

Feb 3 Place a star 

on J 12 

 

 

A tag was placed on Daisy while she was 

visiting an underwater mountain, called a 

seamount in the Gulf of California.  She was 

with 20 of her hammerhead friends probably 

enjoying this beautiful place. Her tag records 

her movements as she travels.   

Feb 10 Draw a squid 

at M 14 

 

Daisy decides to move to deeper water.  Jumbo 

squid, one of her favorite foods, live in these 

deep waters.  She uses her hammer in the 

complete darkness to move and find the squid.   

Feb 11 Place a dot       

at L 18 

Daisy moves to shallow waters.   

Feb 12 Draw a fin at 

K 21 

 

Daisy moves quickly out of the Gulf of 

California into the open ocean and stays near 

the surface.  
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Feb 16 Draw an 

underwater 

mountain at 

J16 

Daisy visits a seamount called the San Jaime 

seamount. Seamounts are underwater 

mountains where large groups of sharks, fish 

and whales come to visit.  

Feb 22 Draw some 

waves at I 18 

 

Daisy swims in the warm water near the 

surface. 

Feb 26 Draw a circle 

around K 19 

 

Daisy begins to dive many times to 1300 feet.  

That is the distance an elevator travels from 

the top to the bottom of the Empire State 

building!.   

Mar 3 Place a dot    

K 11 

Daisy suddenly is back inside the Gulf of 

California.   

Mar 8 Draw another 

underwater 

mountain at      

J 12 

Daisy stays near the seamount where she was 

first tagged.  She stays here for a few weeks.   

April 6 Draw an 

Island at I 9 

 
 

Daisy moves over to the shallow waters near 

Isla Carmen inside the Loreto National Park.  

The park is a safe place where all the animals 

are protected from being fished.   

April 18 Place a 

smiling shark 

at H6 

 

Daisy seems to be going North when the 

tracking tag is released and the data is sent to 

the scientists.  It is near the time of year 

when hammerhead sharks have their babies 

(called pups).   
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POST MODULE DISCUSSION 

 

DISCUSSION WITH STUDENTS 

 

Following the tracking exercise, discuss with the students Daisy’s movements.  Have the 

students think about her movements and why she may have preferred certain areas.  Also, 

have the students discuss her extra senses and how she navigated to all of the places.  

Some discussion prompts: 

1. What was the farthest location (coordinate) Daisy moved to from the point she 

was tagged?  (Have the students use a ruler and measure from her starting place 

to find the farthest location she moved to.) 

  

2. Daisy had returned to the Gulf of California when the tag came off at the end of 

her journey.  Discuss some reasons why Daisy may have returned to this inland 

sea.  (Some possibilities would be to find food and to find a mate.  The Gulf of 

California is also a nursery area where mothers give birth and the young remain 

to feed and grow.  Daisy may have also returned to the Gulf to give birth to pups).  

 

3. Daisy was found to often visit seamounts in the ocean.  What is a seamount? 

Discuss some reasons why Daisy may visit seamounts?  (Some possibilities would 

be to find food and to find a mate). 

 

4. Daisy moved long distances over the ocean.  How did she know where she was 

going?  (Discuss her extra senses and the Ampullae of Lorenzini.)    

Follow up activities: 

1. Personal Responsibility 

Materials: Handout  

Following the tracking exercise, have students read “Five Ways to Save Sharks” and 

“How to be Safe and Shark Friendly when you Swim in the Ocean” handouts.  Have a 

brief discussion about shark conservation and the importance of sharks in the ocean eco-

system.  Have students come up with additional ideas on how each person can make a 

difference (Personal responsibility for our planet!). 

2. Make a list of threats to sharks: Divide students into groups and have each group 

research threats to sharks. Have students use books, the internet, videos, etc. Each 

group presents their findings to the class. 

 

3. Prepare a report on your favorite species: Have students prepare a report on their 

favorite shark species, using various resources, such as internet, books, videos, etc.
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Five Ways to Save Sharks 

 

1. Don’t buy shark products!  Avoid shark meat, shark fin soup, shark cartilage pills, shark liver 

oil and cosmetics made with squalene 

 

2. Make smart seafood choices! Follow the SeaFood Watch guide compiled by our partner, the 

Monterey Bay Aquarium, and buy seafood that is managed and caught in environmentally 

friendly ways.   

 

3. Adopt a Shark! Contribute and take part in research efforts that protect sharks at 

adoptashark.com 

 

4. Be informed! Educate yourself and others about the importance of sharks in our oceans and 

the need for shark conservation.   

 

5. Write to your congressmen/women! Write a letter to your congress representative, telling 

them that you support shark conservation. Tell them to save sharks!  

 

 

 

How to be safe and shark friendly 
when you swim in the ocean: 

 

Avoid wearing shiny and bright colors when you are swimming.  Colors such as yellow, 

white or silver make you look too similar to the yummy fish the sharks like to eat! 

 

Don’t get in the water if you are injured and bleeding.  Some sharks are attracted by 

blood. 

 

Stay with your group.  Sharks are more curious about a single person who is separated 

from the group. 

 

Avoid swimming at dusk and dawn. This is the time during which many sharks are feeding 

and are most active.   
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